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Executive Presence refers to those people who walk into a room and everyone turns to look at them, when
they speak; people listen and when they lead, others follow! These people command authority – exude energy
that is magnetic and possess charisma that is captivating! Their appearance is impeccable; they present
themselves with confident composure, perfect poise and an exceptional ability to develop relationships of
trust.
Executive Presence is not a title you award yourself, it is an honoury title bestowed upon you by colleagues,
contemporaries and constituents. Executive Presence is the ultimate accolade one can achieve in a professional
career. It is a title that is earned over many years of developing professional credibility, sharing mutual respect,
displaying empathy, practising engagement and encouraging empowerment.
Executive Presence has two fundamental elements, how we feel about ourselves and how others feel about us.
Executive Presence means committing to living a personal brand that is congruent with a strong personal
value system that actively incarnates the:

Six elements of Executive Presence:
• Confidence
• Connecting
• Competence
• Credibility
• Communication
• Charisma
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Executive Presence

DEVELOPMENT
EXTERNAL PRESENCE
(Impact)

INTERNAL PRESENCE
(Influence)
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MODEL
Charisma
Attitude, Energy, Gravitas

Communication
Active Listening, Body Language, Public Speaking

Credibility
Personal Brand & Reputation

Competence
Business Intelligence, Network, Business Savvy

Connecting
Interpersonal Skills, Relationship Management

Confidence
Emotional Intelligence, Self Perception
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CONFIDENCE

Emotional Intelligence \ Self-esteem, Self-Image, Self-Worth, Self-Perception
The foundation of Executive Presence is self-confidence, self-esteem, self-image and self-worth. Essentially it is about how you feel
about yourself and the message this sends to the world about your competence, your value and what you have to offer. Start your
journey of developing Executive Presence by investing in yourself and raising your levels of self-confidence.
A word of caution, there is a fine line between confidence and arrogance. Confidence is an attractive trait that endears people towards
you and encourages them to trust you, believe in you and follow you. Arrogance is a negative trait that alienates others from you from
and discourages them from believing in you, trusting you and following you. Success is a powerful force that has the ability to tip the
scales from confidence to arrogance. Executive Presence is about having the maturity to manage success with humility and authenticity
and avoid the temptation of arrogance.
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CONNECTING

Social Intelligence \ Inter Personal Skills \ Relationship Management
Social Intelligence is the capacity to effectively negotiate complex social relationships and requires one to genuinely care about the
welfare and development of others. On the premise that success cannot be achieved in isolation; investing in others and developing
relationships of trust is at the cornerstone of developing Executive Presence.
Social Intelligence means showing empathy, actively encouraging engagement and genuinely empowering others to develop in order to
achieve their full potential.
Everyone communicates and interacts differently and developing Executive Presence means gaining an understanding of these
differences. Inter personal skills is the study of behavioural skills and social styles and can add greatly to your understanding of yourself
and how others perceive you.
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COMPETENCE

Hard Skills \ Technical Skills \ Business Intelligence \ Professional Network \ Business Savvy
Research shows that personal success is made up of 15% hard skills and 85% soft skills.
In the context of Executive Presence, competence refers to hard skills that can be measured such as technical skills, accounting and
computer programming, all of which contribute to basic credibility. However, hard skill competence is not enough to raise your status to
that of thought leader; it is the additional business intelligence you gain that raises your status. Business intelligence refers to knowing
more about your business, your products and your services than anyone else in your company. It also requires you to know more about
your profession, your industry, your competition and the trends in your industry than anyone else. Raising your level of competence to
that of thought leader requires you to be continuously seeking new and valuable knowledge.
Business savvy is recognising that business revolves around a complex set of power driven relationships. Navigating these complicated
emotional currents and power based relationships takes patience, skill and composure.
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CREDIBILITY
POWERFUL PERSONAL BRAND & REPUTATION MANAGEMENT

The bottom line is that Executive Presence is all about developing professional credibility! Credibility comes from developing a personal
brand that is congruent with your actions as a professional.
Success is no longer about who you know in business, it’s about who knows you! Succeeding in today’s competitive business
environment, requires performance driven individuals to compete on a multitude of levels, one of which is developing a powerful
personal brand and positioning yourself as an expert and thought leader. Developing a powerful personal brand requires ‘defining’
a brand that contributes to you achieving personal goals and objectives; ‘designing’ a brand is congruent with those goals and then
‘delivering’ on that brand every day, in every way.
Developing a credible personal brand is the starting point, positioning yourself as an expert and thought leader is the goal. The process
then moves on to Reputation Management, a task that requires ongoing maintenance and input to ensure your standing in your
company and your community reflects the consummate professional that you are.
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COMMUNICATION
Active Listening \ Body Language \ The Art of Public Speaking
Everyone talks; few people truly communicate and connect!
The dichotomy of Executive Presence is that it is not all about you; it’s about how others feel about you and how you make them feel
about themselves! Bearing this in mind, it is important to make a conscious effort to make every interaction a meaningful experience
that develops rapport and trust. Active listening is the most powerful of all communication tools and it requires that you eliminate all
distractions and totally focus on the conversation at hand. It’s about making the other person feel that you genuinely care about what
they are saying and have them leave the conversation feeling empowered and important.
Non-verbal communication is responsible for delivering a major part of any message, it is therefore essential to ensure that you are
portraying the right signals by holding a solid stance, a powerful posture and making solid eye contact.
There is never a time when you are judged more than when you stand on a platform and deliver a speech or presentation. Invest in the
art of Public Speaking and success will naturally follow.
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CHARISMA
Attitude \ Energy \ Gravitas

Charisma - of all the traits displayed by those with Executive Presence, Charisma is by far the most important, as well as the most elusive
of the elements.
Charisma is defined as a ‘compelling attractiveness or charm that inspires devotion in others’. Also referred to as a ‘contagious positive
energy’, it is a combination of a permanently positive attitude, high levels of energy, enthusiasm and optimism. It is an unpretentious
belief in yourself and a genuine caring for others. From a mental perspective, it is best described as an attitude, in physical form it is
characterised by displays of a powerful posture, level head and genuine smile. Contrary to popular belief, Charisma can be developed by
those who choose to do so.
Gravitas is a set of behaviours displayed by leaders that portray confidence, credibility, composure and charisma.
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DEFINE

your Personal Brand

Vision
What is your ultimate vision for yourself?. What is your ultimate wish for yourself?
1. Personally

2. Professionally

3. Financially

Goals for the next 1 year
Personal
1.
2.
3.
Professional
1.
2.
3.
Financial
1.
2.
3.

Goals for the next 5 years
Personal
1.
2.
3.
Professional
1.
2.
3.
Financial
1.
2.
3.
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Personal Strengths

Personal Weaknesses

Personal Values

What is preventing you from achieving the goals you have listed?

What do you need to do to achieve your goals? (Add a timeline)
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DEFINE

your Personal Brand

VISION BOARD
A vision board is a visual representation of your goals and dreams. Take time out to page through magazines and cut and paste
pictures that portray the ultimate goals you want to achieve
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VISION BOARD
A vision board is a visual representation of your goals and dreams. Take time out to page through magazines and cut and paste
pictures that portray the ultimate goals you want to achieve
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DEFINE

your Personal Brand

Personal Brand Statement
Considering all the words you have used to describe yourself on the previous page, crate a ‘Personal Brand Statement’.
The statement should include what do you want to be known for? The answer to this question indicates what your
target audience can gain from your knowledge, skills and experience.
Example:

I am a personal development coach in the area of Executive Presence, who offers clients valuable knowledge in the
area of personal branding, professional image and public speaking. I help others develop their full potential.
I am a _______________________ (describe yourself and your niche, but not your job title) that
______________________ (Descriptive verb) __________________________________
(your audience) to /by / through ____________________________________________
(your skills or tangible deliverables). I ________________________________________
(personality punch)
Or
I want to be known for ____________________________(your vision) so I can deliver / provide
__________________________(your skills, passion and or purpose) to ___________________________ (your
audience) in ___________(niche)

My Personal Brand Statement
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DEFINE

your Personal Brand

PERSONAL BRAND AUDIT / REVIEW
CV
PHOTOGRAPHS

•

Review current CV

•

Review current Business Biography

•

Review information on co server

•

Review of current photo library

Review of association memberships
Name of the Professional Association / Body governing your

MEMBERSHIPS

industry
________________________________
Are you a Member Yes / No
Are you a committee member?
Review of all social media profiles:-

SOCIAL MEDIA

•

LinkedIn

•

Professional Facebook Page

•

Twitter account

•

Google +

•

YouTube Channel

•

Professional Website

•

Personal Blog

Review of brand exposure over the past 12 months

BRAND
EXPOSURE

PROFESSIONAL
IMAGE

SPEHERE 0F
INFLUENCE
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•

Newspaper

•

TV

•

Magazine

•

Radio

•

Websites

•

Online industry platforms

•

Professional Speaking Engagements

•

Review of current wardrobe & grooming

•

Review of spouse wardrobe & grooming

•

Professional Make-up lesson (Ladies)

•

Colour analysis

•

Body shape analysis

•

Hair style review

•

Create a ‘Corporate Capsule Wardrobe’

•

Review ‘Sphere of influencers’

•

Do you know all the decision makers and people of influence
in your business? Name 3 “influences”

STATUS / TO DO
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DELIVER

your Personal Brand

PERSONAL BRAND DEVELOPMENT

PHOTOGRAPHY

UP DATE
PERSONAL
COLLATERAL

ON LINE
EXPOSURE

•

Arrange a professional photo shoot in business setting

•

Head & shoulders shots

•

Boardroom / office shots

•

White background shots

•

Write professional CV

•

Write one page biography

•

Write introduction for MC’s for conferences and events

•

Professional LinkedIn Page

•

Professional Facebook Page

•

Twitter handle

•

Google + profile

•

YouTube Channel

•

Register a personal domain name

•

Professional Website

•

Professional Blog

•

Business Intelligence- Invest in your knowledge. Subscribe
to industry magazines, newsletters, blogs and LinkedIn
Groups to ensure that you are receiving the most up to date
information.

•

Company Innovation – Identify the top 3 challenges
currently facing your company and present possible
solutions to decision makers and people of influence.

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

•

Industry Innovation - Identify the top 3 challenges currently
facing your industry and present possible solutions to
decision makers and people of influence.

•

Track Trends - Identify industry trends and write thought
provoking articles highlighting the challenges and changes
of future trends in your industry. Submit articles to industry
publications and post them on your company website,
professional Blog and relevant social media platforms.

•

Create a professional Blog and offer insights into challenges
and opportunities in your industry.

•

CSI ASSOCIATION

Identify key CSI projects – assist with fund raising, write
articles, arrange photo shoots and relevant distribution
channels for maximum exposure
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STATUS / TO DO

DELIVER YOUR PERSONAL BRAND
•

PRINT /
EDITORIAL

RADIO & TV

Identify 3 industry specific publications, write articles and
submit for publishing

•

Arrange Magazine interviews

•

Write articles for Newspaper

•

Contribute to business Blogs

•

Identify the top 3 Radio & TV channels that give maximum
exposure and request interviews

•

VIDEO BITS

STATUS / TO DO

Create 3 x scripts for video bites and arrange filming and
distribution.

•

Load video bites onto company intranet / personal YouTube
/ Vimeo channel / LinkedIn / Facebook / Blog

PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATION
& INDUSTRY
EVENTS

HIGH PROFILE
SOCIAL EVENTS

POLITICAL
CONTACTS

•

Meetings) that will give maximum brand exposure and
organise invitation. Be sure to create photo opportunities

•

Identify 3 social events (Annual Association Dinners, Industry
related events) that provide maximum exposure and arrange
invitation & photo shoots

•

Identify key political role players and organise meetings and
photo shoot.

•

SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENTS

Identify 3 industry events (Conferences, Summits, and

Identify high exposure speaking opportunities (Association
conferences and Industry events) and apply for opportunity
to present

•

Remember to have photographs taken of you at the event
and on stage
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DELIVER

your Personal Brand

COMMUNICATION – DEVELOPMENT AREAS
ACTIVE
LISTENING
VOCAL IMAGE

Practice ‘Active Listening’
Ingratiation techniques
Get conscious of your current vocal tone, pace, annunciation,
pronunciation, pausing.
Invest in developing your skills in the area of Public Speaking
and Business Presentation Skills, as this is the time that you
are judged the most. Enrol the assistance of a Public Speaking
Coach.
Speeches - enrol the assistance of a professional speech writer.

PUBLIC
SPEAKING

Presentation design – avoid ‘Death by PowerPoint’ and enrol
the services of a professional design company to create visually
stimulating slides.
Rehearse and do technical dry runs of all business presentations
and keynote speeches
Film all presentations for personal review. Get honest feedback
from presentations and make an effort to improve after every
single one.

MEDIA SKILLS

BODY LANGUAGE
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Invest in professional TV & Radio interview skills training, as this
is the greatest opportunity to raise your professional profile.
•

Review displays of non-verbal communication

•

Power Posture – holding the T

•

Head level with the ground

•

Solid stance – no rocking /leaning

•

Walk with a purpose / stride

•

Sit up straight – shoulders at T

•

Open facial gestures, smile

•

Listen to vocal tone, pace, pitch

•

Make solid eye contact

STATUS / TO DO

GRAVITAS – Essential elements for developing Leadership Presence
Credibility
Credibility is the new corporate currency! Continuously invest in your knowledge, business intelligence, professional
network and reputation to ensure that your credibility is intact and becomes an asset to your personal brand.
Social Intelligence
Social Intelligence refers to your ability to get on well with others and encourage them to co-operate with you. To
develop high levels of Social Intelligence, practice the following:•

Change your focus from yourself to others

•

Change your attitude from ‘me’ to ‘we’

•

Practice active listening – all the time

•

Exercise empathy by showing you care

•

Inspire empowerment

•

Encourage engagement

•

Actively encourage others

Inspire Trust
Develop credibility by actively living your values and inspire trust by
•

Make others feel significant and valued

•

Make others feels secure by making them feel they belong

•

Allow others to share ideas and make a contribution

•

Allow others the opportunity to have a voice

•

Make a habit of showing recognition and giving credit

•

Give others a clear sense of direction and purpose

Poise under Pressure
•

Keep calm & composed at all times

Decisive & assertive
•

Make definite decisions quickly

Openly express values
•

Act with integrity

•

Appear to be fair and speaking the truth at all times

Display high levels of Emotional Intelligence
•

Self-Awareness

•

Self-Management

•

Social Awareness

•

Relationship Management

Reputation & Standing
•

Make time to manage your reputation, particularly online

•

Get actively involved in organisations and associations that increase your sphere of influence and add value to
your standing in business

Projecting Strategic Vision
•

Take time to seriously consider the direction of your department / your company and communicate your vision
clearly and concisely on a regular basis
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The Business Center, Design Quarter, Fourways, Sandton, Johannesburg
+27 82 457 5752 • +27 11 513 3431
www.executivepresence.co.za

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL CREDIBILITY

